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ABSTRACT
A simplified method is proposed for estimating the open-
ing area of frequently used entrance doors and analyz-
ing the outdoor airflow rate through entrances into a high-
rise office building due to the stack effect. The author
tried to develop a precise simulation model for predict-
ing the opening area changes of automatically operated
sliding doors when people pass through them. In addi-
tion, through numerical analysis, a simplified estima-
tion method is proposed of the average opening area of
doors dependent on the door specifications and the num-
ber of people passing through them. Furthermore,
changes in the opening area of entrance doors and the
outdoor airflow rate through them on a winter day were
predicted using measured entrance traffic data in a To-
kyo office building.

INTRODUCTION
In high-rise buildings, a large amount of outdoor air-
flow comes into the building through frequently used
entrance doors in winter. There are previous studies on
air leakage through manual swinging door entrances by
Min (1958) and through revolving door entrances by
Scutrum (1961). Recently, automatically operated slid-
ing doors have become popular for entrances. However,
in the design of air-conditioning systems it has been hard
to estimate what size openings will be present at entrance
doors and how much outdoor airflow will come into the
building through them. It is desirable to have a simple
estimation method of the average opening area at en-
trances according to their traffic.

SIMULA TION OF DOOR OPENING AREA
Precise Simulation
Precise computer simulation of the opening area of doors
was performed for two door types. Door type 1 is one
double door, and door type 2 is two double doors with
an intermediate vestibule. Figure 1 shows an example
of the opening and closing action of popular double doors
with a vestibule for entrances. Door action is divided
into three modes, i.e. opening mode, waiting mode and
closing mode.  Each door has a detection area around it
for the passage of people. A person enters this detection
area and then the door starts to open. Precise simulation
of changes in the door opening area requires basic door
action data including opening speed, waiting time when
fully open and closing speed.
 The plots of door opening area in Figure 1 were ob-

tained from the measurement of opening width changes
at the entrance doors in an existing office building. Nu-
merical analysis in this paper was done using the basic
door action data shown in Figure 1. In the case of door
type 1, only outside door data was used. Cracks in the
closed door were neglected in the opening area simu-
lation. The difference in the start time of the opening
action between the outside and inside doors is depen-
dent on the distance between them and the speed of
each person passing through the doors. In this paper,
the start time difference was simply given as a con-
stant value.
 The rules of door action for frequent passage of per-
sons were assumed to be as shown in Table 1.  The
pattern of people passing through the entrance was
assumed to be a Poisson distribution.  Effective open-
ing area changes were simulated at time intervals of
0.2 sec. Figure 2 gives the results of simulation for 4
different values for the number of people passing
through the doors every 5 minutes.

Simplified Estimation Method
The relation between the number of people passing
through the doors and the average opening area ratio

Figure 1  Opening and closing action of automatically
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Table 1 The rules of door actions for frequent
              traffic and basic equations

of the doors over a 5 minute period can be obtained
through precise simulation at time intervals of 0.2 sec.
The average opening area ratio is defined in Table 1 for

a series arrangement of doors such as door type 2. Fig-
ure 3 (a) shows this relationship in two cases, door type
1 and door type 2. The average opening area ratio over

Figure 2  Effective opening area changes of the entrance door at time intervals of 0.2 sec
                caused by occurrence of persons passing through the door

Figure 3  Opening area ratio and opening time
                ratio vs. the number of people passing
                through the door
            (   (   (   (   (average over 5 minutes period)))))

¡ The rules of door operation for frequent traffic
1 If a person enters the detection area of the closed)

door, the door starts opening.
2 If a person enters the detection area of the door in)

opening action, the door doesn't change its action.
3 If a person enters the detention area of the door)

waiting in full open, the door puts its action back to
the start point of waiting.

4 If a person enters the detection area of the door in)
closing action, the door changes its action to opening.

¡ Occurrence of person passing through a door
The possibility - that a person enters the detectionp[ ]
area of the door within t sec after the previous person[ ]
enters that detection area can be expressed as
the Equation 1 . Occurrence of person passing( )
through a door is supposed based on this equation.

p=1 exp X/T t 1| {|( ) } c( )

where
X: the number of people passing through a door

[ ]person
T: time during which X persons pass through a door

[ ]sec

¡ Opening area ratio of doors with a vestibule
Opening area ratio of doors with a vestibule is defined as
the following.

r=Ae/Aemax 2c( )

Ae=Cd/ 1/Ao 1/Ai 3{ { } c( )2 2 1/2

Aemax=Cd/ 1/Aomax 1/Aimax 4{ { } c( )2 2 1/2

where
Cd: discharge coefficient for opening =0.65 ,( )
Ao Ai, : opening area of outside/inside door ,[u]
Aomax Aimax, : the maximum opening area of outside/
inside door [u]



Table 2 Approximation equations of the average
              opening area ratio of the analyzed door

Table 3 Information of the measured building
              and simulation conditions

5 minutes may not be the same even if the number of
people passing through the door every 5 minutes is the
same. In Figure 3 (b), the calculated values of opening
time ratio during a 5 minute period for door type 2 are
compared with the measured values in the previously
mentioned office building. The distribution of the cal-
culated values is similar to that of the measured values.
The average opening area ratio and opening time ratio
over a 150 minute period were calculated and are shown
in Figure 4. The plots of the calculated opening time
ratio are almost on the approximation curve based on
the measured values. Table 2 gives approximation equa-
tions of the calculated average opening area ratio as
functions of the number of people passing through the
door every 5 minutes. This approximation equation can
be used for office buildings generally.

SIMULA TION OF AIR MOVEMENT DOU T O
THE STACK EFFECT
Simulation Conditions

The author analyzed the air movement through a high-
rise office building caused by the stack effect in winter,
using computer simulation with measured data from an
existing building. The relation was obtained between
outdoor airflow rate through entrances and effective
opening area at entrances for this building. Field stud-
ies were undertaken on a 35-story office building lo-
cated in Tokyo to obtain data associated with the basic
action of the entrance door, the changes of the number
of people coming in and out of the building, crack sizes
for various doors in the whole building and air tem-
peratures in various spaces.
The building information and temperature conditions
used in the simulation analysis are shown in Table 3.
Figure 5 shows the airflow circuit network of this build-
ing for simulation analysis. The effective opening area
of various doors shown in Table 4 were obtained from
measurements for this building and used for the simu-

( )Building information
35-story, Total floor area: 7,000 u
Building use: office above 4F , restaurants and other( )
shops on 1, 2F , Total occupants: about 2000 persons( )

( )Office and entrance hall size
Office: floor area 990 m , space volume 3,950m2 3

Entrance hall atrium : floor area 1,160m , space volume( ) 2

12,850m3

( )Air temperature conditions for simulation
Outdoor: 5 , Office: 23 , Shafts: 18 ,� � �
Entrance hall atrium : average 22.3 , The lower zone( ) �
19 , The top of the space 26.5� �

Figure 5  Airflow circuit network of the analyzed
                building

Figure 4  Opening area ratio and opening time
                ratio vs. the number of people passing
                through the door
            (   (   (   (   (average over 2.5 hours period)))))

Type 1 only outside double door( )

r=1.0 0.26exp 0.036X 0.74exp 0.0091X 1| (| )| (| )c( )

Type 2 double doors with a vestibule( )

r=1.0+00.27exp 0.019X 1.27exp 0.0096X 2(| )| (| ) c( )

where
rFaverage opening area ratio of doors
X the number of people passing through doorsF



Doors and walls Ae 1)

( )Case 1 All the doors are closed
1F Entrance doors 0.12 2%( )3)

ELV hall doors entrance hall 0.06 1%( ) ( )2)

EL doors for higher floor ELV lobby 0.12 25%( ) ( )
ELV doors for lower floor ELV lobby 0.12 25%( ) ( )

( )Case 2 During the noon recess
1F Entrance doors 2.8 61%( )

ELV hall doors entrance hall 2.1 35%( ) ( )
High-rise ELV shaft doors ELV lobby 0.14 29%( ) ( )
Low-rise ELV shaft doors ELV lobby 0.17 35%( ) ( )

( )Common conditions
1F Exterior wall 0.03

Emergency ELV door ELV lobby 0.11( )
Stairwell B door ELV lobby 0.06( )

Lower typical floor 5 - 17F
Office exterior wall 0.05
Office door ELV lobby 0.09( )
Office door sub ELV lobby 0.06( )
ELV doors ELV lobby 0.15( )
Stairwell B door ELV lobby 0.02( )
Emergency ELV door sub ELV lobby 0.07( )

Higher typical floor 19 - 33F
Office exterior wall 0.05
Office door ELV lobby 0.09( )
ELV doors ELV lobby 0.15( )
Stairwell B door office 0.01( )
Emergency ELV door ELV lobby 0.07( )

1 is effective opening area m) [ ]Ae 2

2 Parenthesized ward is adjacent space name.)
3 Parenthesized value is ratio to the maximum area)
4 the maximum effective opening area)

2 entrance doors: 4.6 m 2 ELV hall doors: 6.2 m2 2

6 ELV doors for higher/lower floors: 0.48 m2

Table 4 Effective opening areas of various doors
            and walls in the analyzed building

lation.
The entrance hall has an open ceiling through the sec-
ond story and has two entrances. The entrance door
specifications are the same as shown in Figure 1. The
elevator lobby on the 1st floor is separated from the
entrance hall by partitions and elevator lobby doors.
Air movement through the whole building due to the
stack effect was simulated for the two cases shown in
Table 4. Case 1 is when all the doors in the building are
closed. Case 2 is when the entrance doors, the elevator
lobby doors and the elevator doors on the 1st floor are
in operation for the passage of people during the noon
recess. Outside wind is absent and the effects of HVAC
systems are ignored. Simultaneous airflow balance equa-
tions for 91 spaces were solved and the floor level pres-
sure of all the spaces was obtained.

Air Movement through the Building
Figure 6 shows the calculated air balance on each of-
fice floor when all the doors are closed. The neutral
pressure level is at the height of the 15th floor. The air
exchange rate of outdoor airflow into the 5th floor is
0.4 cycles/hour based on office space volume of the
typical floor. On the lower floors, air enters from the
outside and the low-rise elevator shafts and exits from
the high-rise shafts such as the emergency elevator shaft
and stairwells. Figure 7 shows the simulation results in
case 1 and 2 and outdoor airflow rates into the whole

building are compared. The outdoor airflow rate into
the building during the noon recess (Case 2) becomes
1.4 times as large as when all the doors are closed (Case
1). The air exchange rate of outdoor airflow into the
entrance floors is 4.9 cycles/hour based on the office
space volume of the typical floor and represents 66%
of the total outdoor airflow rate into the whole build-
ing.
Simulation of many cases was performed to obtain the
relation between the outdoor airflow rate through en-
trances and the effective opening area at entrances for
the analyzed building. This relation may be significantly
dependent on openings at elevator lobby doors and at
elevator doors on the 1st floor. These effects are exam-
ined in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8 (a), elevator
lobby doors which separate the 1F elevator lobby from

Figure 6  Airflow balance on each office floor
            (   (   (   (   (Case 1 : all doors are closed)))))

Figure 7  Outdoor airflow rate into the whole
                building affected by the door
                conditions on 1F



Table 5 Approximation equations of the outdoor
             airflow rate through entrances

the entrance hall can make a great contribution to pre-
venting outdoor air from coming into the entrance hall
if they are closed. However, if the opening area ratio of
the elevator lobby doors becomes larger than 35%, this
effect cannot be expected. The outdoor airflow rate
through entrances greatly increases if the effective open-
ing area at entrances exceeds 2.3 m2 when the elevator
lobby doors are closed. In such cases inflow occurs on
the under side of the entrance openings and outflow
occurs on the upper side of the entrance opening. Fig-
ure 8 (b) shows the effects of elevator door opening
when the opening area ratio of the elevator lobby door
is 35%. This condition of the elevator lobby doors was
assumed to be the typical door use pattern in the noon
recess. The effective opening area of elevator doors
distinctly affects the outdoor airflow rate through the
entrances where the effective opening area of entrance
doors is greater than 1 m2. The relation between out-
door flow rate through entrances and effective opening
area at entrances can be approximated as an exponen-
tial polynomial expression. Table 5 gives approxima-
tion equations for the case where elevator lobby doors
and elevator doors are used in the noon recess. These

equations for estimating outdoor airflow rate through
entrances are only applicable to the analyzed building.

SIMPLIFIED ESTIMA TION OF DOOR OPEN-
ING AREA AND OUTDOOR AIRFLOW RA TE
The changes in the number of people coming into and
out of the building were measured at intervals of 5 min-
utes throughout a day. Using this measured data, an at-
tempt was made at estimating the changes in the effec-
tive opening area at entrances and the outdoor airflow
rate into the entrance hall. The estimation was based on
the approximation equations given in Tables 2 and 5.
The results are shown in Figure 9. The effects of cracks
of closed doors are also considered in the results shown
in Figure 9. The effective opening area of a double
door in operation is simply estimated by adding the in-
crease of the area in operation to the crack area which
exists when the door is closed.  In this building, the
traffic at entrances is much greater in the noon recess
than in the morning. The traffic at entrances is 200, 200-
350 and 50-100 persons per 5 minutes in the hour when
people are going to work, in the noon recess and at other
times, respectively. For door type 2, the effective open-
ing area is 2.5, 2.5-3.7 and 0.5-1.5 m2 respectively for
each of the three time divisions, and the corresponding
air exchange rate of outdoor airflow is 1.2, 1.2 and 0.7-
1.1 cycles/hour respectively  based on the entrance hall
volume. The outdoor airflow rate for door type 2 is al-
most as same as that in case of door type 1 in the hour
when people are going to work and in the noon recess.
However, outside these hours door type 2 can reduce
outdoor airflow rate by 0.2-0.3 cycles/hour compared
to door type 1.
The above outdoor airflow rate is estimated supposing
the conditions of an existing office building. It is diffi-
cult to examine the validity of the calculated outdoor

Figure 8  Outdoor airflow rate vs. effective opening area at entrances

During the noon recess
ELV hall doors: Opening area ratio 35%A
ELV doors for higher floor: 0.3 of 6 ELV doors open
ELV doors for lower floor : 0.8 of 6 ELV doors open

A 7.6� u

Q=1.28+0.61exp 0.83A 0.68exp 2.08A 1(| )| (| )c( )

A 7.6� u

Q=8.00+8.00exp 0.023A 2(| ) c( )

Q air exchange rate of outdoor airflow rate throughF
entrances based on the entrance hall volume c/h[ ]

A effective opening area of entrance doors mF [ ]2



airlow rate because that is affected by not only the open-
ing area at entrances but also the air leakage character-
istics of all the other openings and cracks in the build-
ing.

CONCLUSION
The following results were obtained from this study.
1) A precise simulation method was developed for de-
tailed prediction of opening area changes of doors
caused by people passing through the doors. The valid-
ity of this method was ensured through comparing the
calculated value of the opening time ratio with the mea-
sured value.
2) A simplified estimation method of the average open-
ing area ratio of frequently used doors was proposed.
The average opening area ratio is expressed as a poly-
nomial exponential function of the number of people
passing through the doors every 5 minutes.
3) Through simulation analysis of the building air bal-
ance, assuming conditions based on measurements in
an existing office building, the relation between out-
door airflow rate into the entrance hall and effective
opening area at entrances was shown. In addition, the
effects of the openings at elevator hall doors and at el-
evator doors on this relation were analyzed.
4) In the analyzed office buildings, the effective open-
ing area of entrance doors used in the noon recess was

estimated to be 2.5-3.7 m2 and the air exchange rate of
outdoor air during this hour to be 1.2 cycles/hour based
on the entrance hall volume.

In future, the author intended to make clear the effect
of various types of door action, various door width and
various combination of doors on the entrance door open-
ing area and the outdoor airflow rate through entrances.
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Figure 9  Changes of effective opening area at entrances and outdoor airflow rate
                entering through entrances caused by persons passing through entrances
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